Rapid River Knifeworks hand-makes beautiful, custom knives for the outdoorsman. Our trustworthy staff is very talented and dedicated to creating the best hunting knife on the market. Whether you use it as a hunting knife, fishing knife, or just display it on your mantle, our custom knives are built to be passed from generation to generation.
THE AMERICAN DREAM SOME MIGHT SAY IT NO LONGER EXISTS. WE
AT RAPID RIVER KNIFEWORKS BELIEVE IT DOES AND THAT OUR
COMPANY IS A SHINING EXAMPLE THAT THE DREAM IS ALIVE AND
WELL. MODESTLY BORN IN 2002, RAPID RIVER KNIFEWORKS BEGAN
IN A SMALL BARN WORKSHOP. THE BUSINESS MODEL WAS SIMPLE YET
POWERFUL. OUR VISION WAS TO CONTINUE THE GREAT CENTURIES
OLD TRADITION OF BUILDING QUALITY KNIVES AND AXES IN DELTA
COUNTY, MICHIGAN. OUR PRODUCTS WOULD BE HANDMADE USING
ONLY AMERICAN STEEL AND WOULD CARRY A LIFETIME WARRANTY.
THE RESPONSE WAS OVERWHELMING AND SO POSITIVE THAT IT FUELED
OUR DESIRE TO GROW AND EXPAND OUR PRODUCT LINE WITH A
GREATER VARIETY OF HIGH QUALITY KNIVES AND AXES. TODAY, RAPD
OVER 400 RETAILERS AND NOW WORLDWIDE VIA OUR NEW INTERNET
STORE. OUR COMBINATION OF AMERICAN STEEL AND A WIDE VARIETY
OF BLADE STYLES AND HANDLE MATERIAL HAS PROVED POPULAR WITH
SPORTSMEN AND OWNERS, FARMERS, FORESTERS, CONSTRUCTION
WORKERS AND COLLECTORS FROM SEA TO SHAWN SEA. EACH ONE IS
ANNUALLY PRODUCED AND FULLY WARRANTED AGAINST NORMAL
INDIVIDUALLY CRAFTED AND CLOSELY FURTHER TO THE NEXT. RAPID RIVER
USE FOR A LIFETIME. WE BUILD OUR PRODUCTS TO BE USE, ADMIRID
AND PASSED FROM ONE GENERATION TO THE NEXT. RAPID RIVER
KNIFEWORKS HAS BUILT A NEW TRADITION USAK AN AGE OLD
CONCEPT. DELIVER WHAT THE CUSTOMER WANTS AND BUILD IT TO
LAST! SO HAS THE AMERICAN DREAM DID WE THINK NOT. WE
SINCERELY THANK YOU FOR HELPING US PROVE IT EVERY SINGLE DAY!
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Drop Point

Fixed Blade Original Drop Point

The Rapid River Knifeworks Drop Point is a great all-around camp utility knife. From field dressing an elk in the Rocky Mountains to cutting a tenderloin steak at deer camp, we are sure that you will fall in love with the Drop Point. It gets its name from a simple drop at the tip of the blade, which prevents you from cutting things not meant to cut. It is a very simple design but very functional and aesthetically pleasing. Knife comes with a high quality leather sheath & collector box.

- Blade Length: 3.75”
- Steel: A2 carbon tool steel
- RC 58-60

Call Today To Customize Your Knife!
1-906-474-9444
Got An Idea? We’ll Make It!
Skinner Original Series

The Rapid River Knifeworks Skinner has been called by many a “skinning machine”. From African cape buffalo to whitetail deer, Russian boar, and beaver, the Skinner is yet to meet its match. On a recent trip to Africa the guide was given a Rapid River Knifeworks Skinner to use on every animal harvested. The knife performed exceptionally well, skinning, boning, and fleshing 10 large animals without slowing down. The guide commented on it being “the best knife that he had ever used”. Coming from an African safari guide with over 25 years of experience, we take that as an extreme compliment. Each blade is hand ground from A-2 and heat treated to 58-60 RC, giving it tremendous edge retention. Knife comes with a high quality leather sheath & a collector box.

- Blade length: 3.75”
- Steel: A2 carbon tool steel
- RC 58-60

Called By Many A “SKINNING MACHINE”

ELK HANDLE WITH PALM SWELL

Maple/Bison with Deer Tracks

One of Our Most Popular Fixed-blade Originals!

Each Blade Is Hand Ground From A-2 And Heat Treated To 58-60 RC Giving It Tremendous Edge Retention.
**Mini-Skinner:**
Rapid River Knifeworks Mini Skinner makes a great addition to your knife collection! This is a perfect “go-to” knife for everything from cleaning upland game to skinning & caping a whitetail deer! Nice small, lightweight carry knife! Comes with tube sheath & collector’s box!

- Blade Length: 3” / Total Length: 6”
- Steel: 154 CM
- RC 58-60

**Scout:**
Our Scout knife is a Popular 3” Bird & Trout knife! Also makes an excellent kitchen paring/steak knife also! Comes with a leather sheath & a collector box! This is a great multi-purpose knife!

- Blade Length: 3” / Total Length: 6 3/4”
- Steel: 154 CM
- RC 58-60

Call Today To Customize Your Knife!
1-906-474-9444
Got An Idea? We’ll Make It!
Mini Caper:
Mini-Caper is a great Skinning/Caping Knife. Comes with a high quality leather sheath in a collector box!

- Blade Length: 3” / Total Length: 6 1/4”
- Steel: 154 CM
- RC 58-60

Call Today To Customize Your Knife!
1-906-474-9444
Got An Idea? We’ll Make It!

Got An Idea? We’ll Make It!
FIN & FEATHER
From the snow covered fields of corn stubble in Missouri to the winding trout streams in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. The Fin & Feather has become the knife of choice for sportsmen nation wide. The 3” blade is very manageable when cleaning waterfowl, upland game, wild turkey, and trout. Each blade is hand ground from A-2 Carbon tool steel and heat treated to RC 58-60, giving it some flexibility and tremendous edge retention.

- **Blade Length:** 3”
- **Steel:** A-2 Carbon tool steel
- **RC 58-60**

Chub 2.5:
If you are looking for a small multi-purpose knife, the Rapid River Knifeworks Chub is the knife for you. It was designed and developed due to high customer demand. It can be described as the only fixed blade pocket knife on the market today. Its small design allows the user to store it in a pack or secure it to a belt without it getting in the way. The Chub is practical for many applications, from skinning and field dressing to cutting your deer from the buck pole! Comes with high quality sheath & collector’s box!

- **Blade Length:** 2.5”
- **Steel:** A-2 Carbon tool steel
- **RC 58-60**
Kodiak:
Rapid River Knifeworks Kodiak Skinner Knife; A very beautiful and functional knife & also features a finger hole in the blade for a better grip! This knife comes with a high quality leather tube-style sheath & a collector box!
- Blade Length: 3.75"
- Total Length 6.25"
- Steel: A-2 Carbon tool steel
- RC 58-60

Kodiak XL:
Rapid River Knifeworks Kodiak XL Skinner Knife; A very beautiful and functional knife & also features a finger hole in the blade for a better grip! (Developed due to customer demand for a larger size Original Kodiak.) This knife comes with a high quality leather tube-style sheath & a collector box!
- Blade Length: 5" / Total Length 8.5"
- Steel: A-2 Carbon tool steel
- RC 58-60

Call Today To Customize Your Knife! 1-906-474-9444
Got An Idea? We’ll Make It!
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Redi-Axe®:
One Heavy-Duty Axe! At a mere 9.5”, our Redi-Axe® will go anywhere. The hand-ground A-2 high carbon tool steel is a full quarter-inch thick, with a full tang, making this the sharpest, most durable pack-axe you’ll ever own. The built-in knife sharpener will complement your other Rapid River knives nicely. Whether chopping wood for a campfire, or splitting the pelvis on a giant Yukon moose, our Redi-Axe will always be ready to perform. Other handle materials available upon request.

- Axe Length: 9.5”
- Steel: A-2 Carbon tool steel

Combo:
This Combo Set includes the Redi-Axe® along with the Mini-Caper skinning/caping knife! What an awesome Combo!

- Blade Length: 3”, Total Length: 6 1/4”

Single-Bit Axe:

- Axe Length: 13.5”
- Steel: A-2 Carbon tool steel

Double-Bit Axe:
Rapid River Knifeworks Double Bit A-2 Carbon Steel Pack Axe/Hatchet with high quality leather belt sheath! Beautiful ash handle; optional grouse feather laser engraving on handle. *Popular Item!
RapidRiverKnifeworks.com

REDI-AXE®
W/ALASKAN PERMAFROST HANDLE

REDI-AXE® COMBO
W/ELK ANTLER HANDLE
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Double Edge Fillet
The Double Edge Fillet Knife comes with a high quality leather sheath. The Double Edge fillet blade is hand-ground from 154CM high carbon stain-resistant steel, enough carbon for great edge retention and some chromium to prevent rusting. The knife is heat treated to 56-58 RC, giving it great flexibility but still rigid enough to have good control! The back fillet blade is ground heavy like an axe, to do all of the “grunt work” such as cutting through scales and de-boning fish, so you don’t dull your thin edge. (This knife also works well as a boning knife for deer & other game!)

- Blade Length: 7.5”, Knife Length: 12 1/4
- Steel: 154 CM
- RC 58-60

Medium Trout Fillet
Medium Trout Fillet Knife, the #1 Choice for Pan-fish! High quality tube style sheath included!

- Blade Length: 6”, Knife Length: 10 1/2
- Steel: 154 CM
- RC 58-60

13 “Stiffy”
13 “Stiffy” Large Commercial/Salmon Fillet Knife. A blade for the “Big Fish”! Comes with a quality leather sheath too!
FILLET KNIFE - MEDIUM TROUT COCOBOLO WOOD HANDLE

DOUBLE EDGED FILLET

13 “STIFFY”
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Custom Fixed Blades

Our fixed blade original series blades are available in countless options. If you can think of it, chances are we can make it. If you are interested in having a custom knife built, contact us to begin the project or visit our website for more ideas.

Call Today To Customize Your Knife!
1-906-474-9444
Got An Idea? We'll Make It!
Rapid River Knifeworks builds the highest quality Damascus knives available anywhere in the world. All blades are hammer forged and folded more than 200 times giving the knives an incredibly beautiful look and edge retention that is unmatched. Start your custom build today by visiting our website or calling one of our master knife makers at our factory store.

Call Today To Customize Your Knife!
1-906-474-9444
Got An Idea? We’ll Make It!

Our Custom & Damascus Hunting Knives Are Truly Beautiful & Unique!
Custom Damascus Fixed Blades

Call 906-474-9444
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Call Today
to Customize
Your Knife!
1-906-474-9444
Got An Idea? We’ll Make It!
Traditional Pocket Knives
Traditional Pocket Knives, From Everyday Carry Folders, To Larger-size Lock-back “Folding-Hunters” & Even Damascus Blades!

Call Today
To Customize
Your Knife!
1-906-474-9444
Got An Idea? We’ll Make It!
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Custom Kitchen Cutlery:
Professional Grade 154CM or A-2 High Carbon Steel Cutlery. Chefs from around the country use our knives! We have sets for sale & we also make full custom sets!

- PROFESSIONAL GRADE
- 154CM OR A-2 HIGH CARBON STEEL

Chefs From Around The Country Use Our Knives!

Call Today To Customize Your Knife!
1-906-474-9444
Got An Idea? We’ll Make It!
5 Piece Kitchen Cutlery
Set w/Hammer Forged Blades
& AAA Birds-Eye Maple Handles
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Free Laser Engraving!

We Can Engrave on Handle and Blade!

Names, Dates, Company Logos, Etc. (*Lasering Set-up Fee May Apply For Logos On Large Orders.)

Personalize Your Gift Or Make It A Corporate Award!

HANDLE OR BLADE!
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Call Today To Customize Your Knife!
1-906-474-9444
Got An Idea? We’ll Make It!

Handle Material

[Images of various handle materials numbered 1 to 94]
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Knife Displays
1. Use ceramic surface as whetstone!
2. Harder than any cutlery steel!
3. V-Groove for fish hooks and needles!
4. Sharpen serrated blades with these rounded corners!

RRK Mugs

Use It, Abuse It, & We’ll Make It Look Like New Again, Every Time!

LIFETIME SHARPENING & POLISHING FOR FREE!

Every Rapid River Knifeworks Knife is guaranteed to be free of defects in material and workmanship for the life of the original owner. We will be happy to repair or replace any knife found to be defective.

We at Rapid River Knifeworks also offer free polishing and sharpening of your Rapid River Knifeworks Knife for as long as you own it! If you’re in our area, stop in the shop and we’ll do it while you wait. Otherwise, ship it to us at the address below (shipping and handling charges apply).

Normal wear and use are not covered under this guarantee.

Rapid River Knifeworks Knives should never be used as hammers, pry bars, screwdrivers, chisels, or for scraping to clean material such as metal or rock. However, if your knife is ever damaged due to an accident or misuse, we can evaluate the damage and repair it for a reasonable, pre-determined fee.

Knives returned for warranty repair should be sent to:

Rapid River Knifeworks, Inc.
10484 U.25 Rd / Hwy U.S. 2
Rapid River, Michigan 49878

Please enclose $8 for shipping and handling.

For further information, contact us.

Call 906-474-9444

Redi-Edge Knife Sharpener

1. Use ceramic surface as whetstone!
2. Harder than any cutlery steel!
3. V-Groove for fish hooks and needles!
4. Sharpen serrated blades with these rounded corners!

Flashlights

Hats
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RapidRiverKnifeworks.com
Contact
MAILING ADDRESS:
Rapid River Knifeworks
P.O. Box 255
Rapid River, MI 49878

SHIPPING ADDRESS:
Rapid River Knifeworks
10484 U.25 Rd / Hwy U.S. 2
Rapid River, MI 49878

PHONE: 906.474.9444
FAX: 906.474.9449
EMAIL: info@rapidriverknifeworks.com
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